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CH/PTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A task which our society d^aands is that every Ameri

can ehild, culturally disadvantaged or culturally rich be 

served by our public schools. More than in any other period 

of hiatory there is now available popular support and vast 

amounts of money that can help Improve our schools in the 

trend toward equal opportunity in education for all children. 

In January I966 the Levelland Public Schools assigned 

nine teachers as remedial readla^ teachers under T^tle I of 

the 'ElmBLmitary and Secondary F^ucation Act of I965. "This 

progr^Bx is Intended to increase the likelihood of success 

in school, for those children whose cultural deprivation 

creates handicaps to normal school achievement.*' (1:6:41) 

This study ie an outgz*owth of the writer's having been as

signed to teach remedial reading in the Public Schools of 

Levelland, Taxej. 

Need for the Study 
. • i « w — «niniii II nil 11 ni • mvmmmtmmmifmmiMm 

Vice President Hubert Humphrey (2:337) has estimated 

that from r fourth to a third of all children in our nation 

are growing up in poverty. The problems of the culturally 

disadvantaged or culturally deprived child in cur rr̂ hools 

are being reccrjnî ed as a najor concern for our nation. 

The schools are faced with the dual tack of inctructing not 



only the child underachiever but also the inadequately pre

pared remedial reading teacher for such children. 

At the piresent time there la nee^ for carefully 

trained personnel to work with the large number of children 

vho have failed to acquire their potential in the school 

situation* hmxm^ the persoimel selected for the tasks are 

many r^aedial reading teachers # The role of the remedial 

reading teacher is to understand the plight of these chil

dren and prepare and conduct reading programs that will 

help th«n overcome as much as possible the "deprivation 

syndrome." 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is an attempt by the 

writer to become a more ccmipetent teacher of renedlr.l reed

ing. Through effective and efficient reading remediation, 

it Is the hope of the writer that more children t;Hl be cw-

pable of taking their rightful place in the school situa

tion. 

It 1B the hope of the writer to develop deeper under 

standing of tre needs of the culturally disadvantri-ed or 

educationally deprived child, to develop erirable attitudes 

necessary in teaching the cu turally diG.*»dvantaged child, 

and to develo!̂  skills necessary in teaching reading to cul

turally disadvantaged children. 



Method of the Study 

Thi$ study has been wrltte:i after reviewing the 

writings of many authorities ccmceming remedial r<^ding 

when applied to the culturally disadvantaged child. Further-

morej this study incorporates the teaching principles as ad

vocated by many authoiltiee nfho lectured on teaching read

ing to the culturally disadvantaged child, at i est Texas 

State Iteiversity, in I966. Personal views of the writer 

have been embodied in the report BB a result of extensive 

study of pertinent materials mi^ of actual classrooiTi ex

perience. 

Definition of Terms 

For meaning to be clear to a reader of thin jreport. 

the writer in defining the following terms: 

Culture 1 ly dlaadvantaged* This term will be used 
— M » i i « — • — « • ii «iiwiii««»ai •III. i»i II II.IIM 'wmmjttmm'imtmmmmmmt 

interchangeably with culturally deprived and educat o.lly 

deprived. .According to the definrltion given by Title I of 

the El̂ ssentrâ / and Secondary Education Act of I965 the term 

educationally deprived is defined: 

Educationally deprived children are t^ose xiho 
lack certain academic, social^ econcmilc, or other 
advantages which peimit successful partlcipatiDn 
in regular school programs, Mucational depriva
tion and children from low inccmie familJuJ are 
synonytnous for purposes of identifying areas of 
high concentration of pupils from a low incone 
section 9n6 for defining; programs and projects 
eligible under Title I, Identification of 



educationally deprived is usually based on multiple 
evidences of deprivation rather than on a single 
factor. All physically handicapped children are 
considered to be educationally deprived. ("̂ 55) 

Itaiedial reader. F^ottmeyer says that A child is a 

remedial reader '\ . . when he cannot pairticipate profitably 

in the claesiroom activities i^ich Involve the use of text

books.*' (̂ fil) Bond and Tinker refer to the r®:acdial reader 

as ". • , a child who is not reading ac well as could be 

expected for one of li:s intellectual or verbal siaturlty." 

(5s99) The definition of re?*iedial reader as used in this 

report mgreen with the statemaita ĉ uotod above by Kottmeyer 

and Bond and Tiiiyker. 

PESO. This ccffubinatlan of letteri? meaiis the TPJI--

handle Educational Seivices 03:^aais?ation^ im agency of '̂est 

Texas St^te Uni'/ernity, created to serve the public aiil 

private schools of the Panhandle and South r' ains of Texas. 

(6:T) 



CHAPTIH n 

THE CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGED CHIJi 

The culturally disadvantaged children are many, and 

the probl®a3 they pose for the public schools are numerous 

and complex when one considers that "a fourth to a third 

of all our childr^i ere growing up in poverty.** (2:337) 

This statcsaent ia an indicaticm of the magnitude of the 

problem, if, as a naticm, we are serioue %rtien we coimait our

selves to educate the children of all the people. The 

reading teacher and all educators irtio work in programs for 

the culturally disadvantaged children should be ai;are of 

the characteristics of these children and the special needB 

which they have^ if teaching sŝ ethods and materials even ap

proach riiaximtim results. 

Identification of the Culturally Disadvantaged Chl' • 

The culturally disadvantaged children can be foui;d 

in all areas of the Uhited States. They are of no desi«yn:;ted 

race, color^ or creed. The children ccxamonly considered dis-

advantased are generally the result of poverty. They have 

many charrcterlstics in common. Ri0csman lists what he con

siders some of the most common characteristics of the cul

turally disadvantaged chile* as follows: 

1. Is relatively slow at cognitive tasks> but not 
stupid) 



2. appears to learn more readily through a physical, 
concrete approach! 

3. often appears to be anti-lntelTecttxal, pragmatic 
rather then theoretical; 

4. is ti'&ditional, superstitious, and scsaewhat 
religious in a traditional senses 

5. is from a male«-e«ntered ctilture, except for 
a taa^or section of the Negro subculture 1 

6. is inflexible and not open to reason about 
many of hia beliefs (morality, diet, family 
polarity and educati<»ial practices are examples 
of these beliefs); 

7. feelt alienated farom the larger social struc
ture > with resultant frustration^ 

8. holds others to bl̂ ŝ e for his misfortunes; 

9* values? masculinity and attendant actions, 
viewing Intellectual activities as unmacculine; 

10. appreciates knowledge ior its practical., vo
cational ends, but rarely 'v?'alue3 it for its oxm 

ike; c-ai 

11. desires a better standard of llv3.ng, with ccxn-
forts for himself and his family, but does not 
vlBh to adopt a middle-class way of life; 

12. is deficient in auditory attention and Inter-
pretatiiMi skills; 

13. reads ineffectively exii iB deficient in the 
cc?!imunication »ki.lls. (7:73) 

MoDt approaches concerned with education of the dis

advantaged child either overlook the porltive aspects of 

the picture entirely or merely mention in passing that there 

are positive features related to the culture of low socio

economic grouptu from which midfUe-clasG gjroups might "* lam 

Riessman state? thnt more attention might well be paid to 



certain positive features in the culture and the psycho

logical eaffcte of low-income individuals. He lists some 

poeitive features: 

1. ^ing relatively free of the »trains which 
accompany cot^etitiveness and the need to 
establish onec^elf as an individual; 

g. having the cooperativenees and mutual aid 
%rhich marks an extended family; 

3, being free of self-blame; 

h. enjoying other m^abers of ttm family and not 
coeapeting with themi 

5* having the security deriving from ^n extended 
family and a traditional outlook; 

6. enjoying games, music, sports, and cars. (8i3*^) 

Common Home Characteristics 

The public school teacher should becotvie acquainted 

with the home environmait of the child '; Ithout" so that 

she may better understand his needs when he is at school. 

The homes Into which the children of poverty are borii are, 

according to Hoar: 

. . • genert lly substandard In every respect— 
noisy, overcrowded* underfumished disorganized, 
peihaps rat- ^nd vGj;'aia--infested r̂ncl in rve^ed of 
major repairs. There are fe j, if any, books, 
toys, games, pictures, or other materials rnd 
equipment from which to learn about the woi^ld, 
oneself, and life, the use of which develops per
ceptions mnd skills wl-i.lch contribute to making a 
child ready for school. (C:^;?) 
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Perceptual Styles and Pattema of Intellectual Function 

IVexy child moves in hi a own perc^tual rield. He 

seea> e^ls, and imagine© in his own vay out of the in-

terpretationa of %̂ iat he is eD^mrlencing, However, Ck>rdon 

foiind some perceptual and learning patterns characteristic 

of and co^mion to most of the culturally disadvantaged chil

dren, Ste liGts the followiiig: 

1* The ab?:̂ cnce of any h i ^ degree of dependence 
on vezlial and written language for cognitive 
cluas was prevalent. 

2. Traditional receptive ^xnd expressive modes 
have not been adopted. 

3. Concentration and persisteonice needed on tasks 
were la^^klng. 

4. Auditory discrisiination '>nd recognition of 
perceptual similaritier were relatively poor, 

5* Slowness appeared as a feature of cognitive 
function. 

6. A '*so ̂ t̂ iat" attitude toward difficult pn blems 
resulted in a proportionate decrease in learn
ing overtime-

7- 3p'oclinga of inadequacy were displayed in school. 

8* Denendence wan more on external as opposed to 
internal control. 

9. Low s clf-estecaa, hi|^ incidence of behavioral 
disturben^^e, and distorted interpersonal re-
lationships characterised ego developr.ent. 
(10:377-7^) 

?he culturally dl jadvanta^^^d child Ic not like3.y to 

change his 3c:ming patterns unless he can see a purpose in 
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school. Scott expresses his views by saying, "The cul

turally disadvantaged child is more likely than other under-

achievers to be considered academically hopeless, and rele

gated to limbo because »he just doesnH want to learn <— 

a characterization descriptive of his behavior." (11:64) 

Unless these children are given learning situations on the 

concrete levels, they are not likely to form new concepts 

and know the sense of worthiness and well-being that comes 

with success. A person who has no hope of being able to 

accomplish a task, or sees no point in it, can, at best, 

only go through the motions of trying. His performance be

comes a profitless cycle. His poor performance in school 

convinces him that he is unable to learn. His poor achieve

ment will reinforce the teacher*s convictions of his in

ability to learn. This kind of school climate only strength

ens the child^s feelings that school is not for him. Al

ready he is a potential **drop-out." 

Thus, understanding the characteristics of the cul

turally disadvantaged children is extremely important to the 

teacher who dedicates her services to educate them. As soon 

as the children "without" enter school, teachers who under

stand why their values and behavior patterns are different 

from those of middle-class children can begin building pro

grams patterned to the children's needs. Such learrJn; pro

grams will expose the children to the experiences which will 

be productive for them and will help them gain self confi

dence and succors experiences. 



CHAFUER III 

ViW TEACHER FOR THE CULTUMLLY DISADVAITT^OED 

All educators are awaar© that the reading program is 

iiily ae effective as the c:iding teacher. Title I of the 

Elaaentary and Secoindary Education Act of 1965 appropriated 

funds to help teachers to do a better Job for the education-

a ly disadvantaged children However, swow^ ia not the 

n^ole majjor to the question. Ihe reading teacher nunt have 

seme realistic concepts about t ^ disadvantaged child as 

they J*«late to learning. She not only n^ed'^ to try to under-

Bt^nci these childi'ai but al^o she ̂ uat Icnow inatrueticmal 

akille necessary to teach* 

Deairahle Attitudes 

There are certain attitude the teacher must a ive 

to be an elfeci,ive teacher of tlio educationally disadvan

taged child. At an HDEA Institute in Keading for llteachers 

of Culturally Disadvantaged^ at Denver, Colo3raao in i:56 

the following objectives were drawn to foster the develop

ment of desirable attitudes: 

, . , iriStllling positive attitudes toward the 
learning capabilities of the dlaadvanttged child 

. . . furthering a basic respect for rnd in-
creased eppreciation of the c\xlture of the die-
advantaged—his valuer, tradition, and attltuden 
(l.?:464) 

10 
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At the National Conference on Education of the Dis

advantaged, Farmer commented that teachers have the most 

difficult and most critical Jobs in modem society. He 

states: 

A teacher's empathy for students is vitally ira-
portant. A sense of contempt on the part of the 
teacher rubs off very easily on pupils. The stu
dents themselves will become more involved with 
learning, have more confidence in th«ftselves, if 
they believe the teacher thinks that they are im
portant. And, the more identity there is between 
the teacher and the student^ the easier it is for 
the teacher to teach. (13:l8) 

Kincaid believes positive attitudes have to be es

tablished by reading teachers of the disadvantaged. He says 

that every teacher of disadvantaged children must believe 

that every child has more ability to read than the diagnos

tic data shows and that every teacher must do as much as 

possible to help the child build a positive self-image. 

(14:309) 

The teacher who has desirable attitudes toward the 

culturally disadvantaged children has the primary require

ment for becoming an effective remedial reading teacher. 

She will now want to establish the situation for getting 

acquainted with the child in order to gain gi'oater under-̂  

standing of the child's problems and needs. Trying to 

teach the culturally disadvantaged child before knowing 

him can be frustrating to both child and teacher. 
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Desirable Understandings 

Before a successful reading situation can be estab

lished, it is iirqperatlve that the reading teacher understand 

as many facets as possible of the children she will instruct. 

Knowing the home background and cultural matrix will help 

the teacher understand the learning patterns and language 

factors that are peculiar to each child she teaches. 

At the KDEA Institute in Reading for Teachers of 

Culturally Disadvantaged in 1966 at Denver, Colorado, the 

following objectives were drawn to foster the development 

of desirable teacher understandings: 

. . . recognition of the effect of enviironmental 
and cultural influences upon the development of 
a child's attitudes^ values, behavior and learning 
patterns 

. . . insights into the special language and cog
nitive problans of the disadvantaged child and 
their consequent iJiqplicatlons for the instiructional 
program in reading 

. . . understandings of the nature of the reading 
progress, the various skills involved (Including 
related skills of communication) and ways in î hich 
various approaches to the teaching of reading can 
be integrated and adapted to meet the needs of the 
culturally disadvantaged. (12:464) 

The well-trained reading teacher will xmderstand 

the characteristics of language deficiency and the impli

cation it has to learning. Jane Raph contends that lan

guage factors have a relation to self-concept, self attl« 

tudes, motives, aspirations, sources of self-estecr.i, rnd 
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perceptions of others. These are all key attributes of the 

child's functioning that will influence his ability to re

spond to the school program and to people who will be seek

ing to help him. (15:191) 

At the July I966 National Conference on Education 

of the Disadvantaged held at Washington, D. C , Edmund 

Gordon, professor of educational psychology and guidance 

at Yeehlva Uhiversity, New York, New York, expressed his 

views on the teaching of the culturally disadvantaged chil

dren and their teachers. He feels that the answers to the 

problem of an effective reading program lies not so much on 

the desirable attitudes as in providing the teacher with 

effective teachiiig skills. He states: 

If one puts methodology in the hands of teachers, 
it probably has a stronger impact than exhortation. 
It ui possible to talk to people and to touch them. 
It is also possible that acquainting teachers with 
the background lives of the disadvantaged would have 
some effect. When a teacher is helped to succeed, 
she loses her negative attitude. On the other hand, 
if she is faced with repeated failure, she will 
find it hard to retain any positive attitudes. 
(10:20) 

There is of course no pat" answer for the many prob

lems created by cultural deprivation. But there are some 

constructive things a reading teacher can do. She must 

understand the Interests, neoC'*^ and aspirations of the pu

pils. "I?ithout understanding," Bernard says, "the teachers 

may be 'shooting in the dark' in their effort to provide 
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an appropriate program for the disabled reider." (l6:282) 

Mario D. Pantini emphasizes that teacher prepara

tion is of the utanost leportance in regard to teaching the 

culturally disadvantaged child. He expresses his view in 

the statement: 

I find that curriculum stocks up on content that 
tells us about the disadvantaged. Teachers come 
out and say, 'All right, I know that. Now, what 
do I do?' They still lack the knowledge of imple
mentation . (17:21) 

The ivrlter of this study, through her experience 

as a reading teacher for the educationally disadvantaged, 

has felt that an adequate training program in both method

ology and in understanding the culttirally disadvantaged 

child is necessary. 

Desirable Skills 
W l l i a i f n iww.ii^i«.wi I . 11. • III iiWiiWid 

Milly Cowles (18:264) states, "Planning for and 

guiding leami:ig in the clasc:ro(»a can be focused on diag

nosis end application of educational treatment in terms of 

Jud^aent and data." All children have strengths Qnd weak

nesses, and the teacher is the one to gather the informa

tion to help in determining the best teaching ctrategles. 

Obviously the teacher needs to be skilled in test-̂  

ing and diagnosing. Proci the interpretations of the results 

of careful study of the data i>hc should be able to set up 

a reading program for each individual child. 
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At the NDEA Institute in Heading for Teachers of 

Culturally Disadvantaged held at Denver, Colorado, in I966 

the following objectives were draim to foster the develop

ment of desirable skills: 

. . . skills in examining, evaluating and effectively 
utilizing new and relevant instructional materialiu 
for teaching reading to the disadvantaged. 

. . . proficiency in diagnosing and evaluating read
ing strengths and weaknesses (including skills of 
language through both foziual and informal means). 

. . . instructional skills and ccMpetencies in teach
ing reading to disadvantaged children through direct 
laboratory experience. 

. . . coi^etent in constructing and creating reading 
materials and related instructional aids designed 
specifically for future work with disadvantaged chil
dren in a specific teaching situation. (12:464) 

The newly recognized demands of the populace of de

privation, quite obviously, demands teachers with desirable 

attitudes, understandings, and a proficiency in the teach

ing skills. 



CHAPTER IV 

INITIAL ACTIVITIES AND PROCEDURES FOR TEACHING 

THE CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGED CHILD 

In a speech to the educators of the nation in 1966, 

Lyndon B. Johnson, President of the United States, made the 

statwnent in regard to teaching the culturally disadvantaged 

children: 

No group anyifhere in this nation is charged with 
a problem more urgent than yours. To reach the disad
vantaged child's mind—to tear away the awful shrouds 
that dim the light of learning—to break barriers 
built by poverty and fear and racial injustice—this 
is the most exciting task of our times. (19:65) 

Remedial reading programs bear a heavy burden in 

meeting the President's challenge. With much careful plan

ning an effective reading program can be initiated; however, 

many Issues will have to be studied in regard to the child 

and his needs before a definite program can be Inaugurated. 

First, one must deteiTnine who the remedial readers are. 

Kottmeyer explains as follows: 

The term "remedial'' reading is loosely used to 
describe a wide variety of reading activities. It 
is commonly contrasted with "developmental" reading, 
with the Implication that "remedial is at least 
mildly reprehensible, whereas, "developmental'' has 
an aura of pedagogical sanctity. Usually the most 
apparent difference between the two activities is 
that pupils are segregated from their class mates 
for "remedial'' instruction, but sit In the same 
room for a "developmental" reading program. It seems 
to me that a pupil becomes a "remedial case and 

16 
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needs particular help when he ccumot participate 
profitably in classroom learning activities which 
involve the use of textbooks. {4:1) 

Bond and Tinker refer to the remedial reader as: 

. . . More than Just a child who cannot read v;ell. 
He can be found among children at almost any level 
of general intellectual capability. He is a child 
who is not reading as well as could be expected 
for one of his intellectual or verbal maturity. 
No two disabled readers are the same and it is like
ly that no two were caused by the same set of cir
cumstance . . . (5599) 

By the same reasoning, no two will require Just ex

actly the same teaching-learning combination of instruction. 

Once a clear concept of who the remedial readers really are, 

the teacher may then proceed with a diagnosis of each child 

to determine his individual needs. 

Diagnosing the Child's Needs 

The remedial program for each individual should not 

be undertaken without some objective analysis of the child's 

reading problems. In every case of reading retardation, 

the diagnostic data should be considered and utilized in 

planning the program. Each child's case will differ, so 

in all probability the program will have as many reading 

combinations or approaches, procedures, and activities, as 

there are children enrolled. Neville states, however, that 

it seems that poor readers exhibit weaknesses in sr>eclflc 

areas, and treatment programc should be selected in terns 
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of their provisions for the stx-engthening of these basic 

weaknesses. Re wnphasizes that such well-known remedial 

teaching techniques, as those presented by Gillingham and 

Femald, agree that the program should be based on diag

nostic data. (20:558) 

Callaway (81:559) suggests that in determining the 

specific needs of the child, it is essential that a valid 

detailed evaluation be made of his reading ability. To ob

tain complete information, a battery of instruments, both 

standard and informal, should be used. Each type has its 

advantages, and each will furnish information that the 

other cannot easily provide. 

Therefore, the teacher must follow some sound prin

ciples of diagnosis. The follov/ing principles, stated by 

Helen K, Smith, appear applicable at any educational level. 

Diagnosis is the initial step in the correction / 
of reading difficulties and should precede reading y 
instruction. 

Diagnosis does not end with the initial investi
gation but is continuous. 

The extent to irtiich diagnosis is carried out is 
dependent upon the numbers and kinds of reading 
difficulties of each student. 

A variety of procedures should be used, and 
teachers should know the advantages and limita
tion of each. Teachers should be familiar v;ith 
many kinds of standardized tests, infonaal test
ing pirocedures, and conference and observational 
techniques. 
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Classroom diagnosis should include an investiga
tion of factors which may be inhibiting growth in 
reading, especially for those who are severely re
tarded in reading. (22:544-46) 

With the diagnostic principles listed in the pre-

ceeding paragraph in mind, the remedial reading teacher is 

then ready to pursue the task of initiating the reading 

program. Basically the initiation of the program will in

volve five steps: diagnosing the child's needs, restoring 

the child's security, structuring the task, finding the 

"area of confidence'' or level of success, and helping the 

child want to read. Each step, however, must work inter

changeably and continuously for maximum results for chil

dren in remedial reading programs. 

Restoring the Child's Security 

Restoring the child's security is not a task which 

can be accomplished in a day, but the effort should be ini

tiated immediately to erase his failure complex. Dolch's 

statement shows the need to restore the child's security: 

Every case in remedial reading is a case of 
failure. Every case of failure means defeat to the 
child, and ar. a result, a feeling is developed in 
the child, of fear, frustration, and Insecurity. 
So every successful remedial reading teacher should 
see to it from the very start, that during the re
medial reading session at least this fear, frustra
tion, or insecurity be removed. (23:137) 
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Heilman also believes the child must be conditioned 

to a new attitude toviarcts reading. Attitudes which a child 

has formed toward self and reading while failing in read

ing are often Inhibiting factors in remedial situations^ 

and, therefore, most remedial readers have been conditioned 

to suspect and dislike reading. If instruction is to be 

successful, the child must go through a reconditioning 

process in which he finds reading pleasant and rewarding. 

Since his previous reading situations produced tension and 

threatened him, a climate -rliich he can tolerate must be 

developed. (24:4oi) 

The remedial reading teacher would do well to take 

children into her confidence and explain to them Individually 

in a non-technical way their reading problems as diagnosed 

by the testing. She may then draw suggestions from the 

children as to ways which might help them overcome their 

reading problems. The instructor may then explain and 

suggest some of his ideas for remediation. 

Establishing rapport Is primarily the'responsibility 

of the teacher. (15:191) Because the culturally disad

vantaged child is deficient in language skills and abllltiec, 

he generally does not talk and discuss topics and events In 

the classroom. The Instructor is obligated to convey to 

the child that he Is accepted as a person even though he 

expresses himself in poor language patterns. For example, 

the teacher may ask questions which require discusrlon on 
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the part of the child. In the process of the discussion, 

the teacher should try to pinpoint why the child is reluc

tant to express himself. (23:553) 

As he looks in his self-image mirror, a child's self-

concept is shaped largely by the image he sees of himself 

in terms of the way he perceives other people's attitudes 

toward him. If he sees himself as loved, he feels he is 

lovable; if he sees himself as being disliked or inadequate, 

he feels himself unworthy. With such dependence upon the 

solid support of loving, unthreatening adults, a child can 

encounter great difficulty in becoming secure and in estab

lishing a sense of worth when there is not positive "feed 

back" from his mirror. For it is likely that v/hen most chil

dren learn that they are sometimes annoying and often disap

pointing and that they should somehow always be better than 

they are, they develop some insecurity about their accept

ability and worth. 

Developing security in the child is no easy task. 

It involves continuous efforts on the part of the teacher 

and the child throughout the reading program—a program 

that has been and will continue to be structured for this 

child in terms of his individual needs. 

Structuring the Tasks 

Another step necessary in initiating the reading 

program for the disabled reader is the structuring of the 
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tasks to be learned by the child. The teacher should an

alyze the necessary program and should present it to the 

child in structured, carefully-planned steps. The pre-

liminaiy diagnosis assists the teacher in determining how 

to structure the learning program for the child. Bond and 

Tinker state: 

The child who is in confusion in reading requires 
systematic instruction. Ihe remedial teacher must 
either be completely aware what sequence of learning 
is desirable in all the areas of reading growth or 
she must use the basic reading material in ^ich 
the orderly development of skills has been carefully 
planned out. The remedial teacher cannot afford to 
use haphazard approaches. She must follow the se
quence and explain carefully each new step in it. 
Therefore, the most successful remedial teachers find 
it expedient to use basic reading programs, modified 
to fit the child's specific needs whatever they may 
be. (5:307) 

The teaching strategy Involves providing a routine 

in which a child soon feels secure and safe while at the 

same time he has enough variety in the activities that he 

sees growth within himself and does not experience boredom. 

A structured program will set the limits and goals for achieve

ment and behavior. A typical structured program designed by 

PESO, (25:75) may be used with the individual teacher's 

modifications. 

The establishment of purpose for each remedial ses

sion is Important in structuring the task. The child then 

will perceive the purpose and function of what the teacher 

has programmed for him. Kif̂ rging in activities having per

sonal meaning leads to confidence and self-growth. 
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Finding the Area of Confidence 

Another Important step in initiating the remedial 

reading program is finding the child's "area of confidence" 

or level of success. The teacher needs to discover Just 

what skills the child can use without a feeling of fear or 

insecurity. Therefore, the teacher must test to determine 

the level of success. Gunn says that: 

The success of the remedial reading program de
pends upon the appropriateness of the instructional 
materials, l^ese materials should be easy enough for 
the pupil to read successfully and at the same time 
difficult enough to challenge him. Too often Improper 
instructional level dooms the child to failure. If 
word recognition and comprehension skills are to be 
taught successfully, they must be taught in materials 
the pupil can handle. (26:54o) 

Instructional materials must be on the proper level 

for the child regardless of how low the level may be. If 

a question of level exists, it is best in the beginning 

to take the lower level and move up the ladder of success. 

This gives the child a feeling of achievement, builds his 

confidence, and encourages more interest and a positive at

titude. Olsen states: 

Techniques to be used in evaluation will depend 
upon the particular skill to be appraised. Data ob
tained from such appraisals and appropriate evaluation 
of them will help the teacher to select proper materi
als and plan her Instructional program, ©le most use
ful Infojrmation is derived by various techniques such 
as standardized tests, informal inventories, cumula
tive records, teacher observation and question
naires. (27:540) 
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Several procedures in determining the instructional 

level have been suggested by authorities in the field of 

reading. However, many teachers prefer to use an informal 

reading inventory to assess the pupil's reading abilities 

as he reads at several difficulty levels. Bond and Tinker 

state: "The informal inventory is not an exact measure of 

the pupil's reading, but when used with discrimination it 

offers more useful Information in a shorter period of time 

than can be obtained from standardized tests." (5:258) 

It is necessary that the reading teacher be familiar 

with the procedures in administering the informal reading 

inventory. The teacher must also know the characteristics 

of the independent reading level, the instructional reading 

level, and the frustration reading level. The following 

suggested directions and procedures used in administering 

the informal reading inventory test, and means of identi-

fying the various reading levels, were outlined by PESO: £;;;:7 

1. Use a set of basic readers with which the child 
is familiar. 

2. Establish rapport. 

3. By questioning the child concerning readers he 
has had, and school records, determine the ini
tial selection. 

4. Have the child read the selection silently and 
instruct him to ask for any words he does not 
know. 

5. As the child reads silently observe and note 
significant behavior such as vocalization, im
proper eye movement, and pointing. 
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6. Check for comprehension and word meanings. 

7. Try to determine his word attack skills. 

8. Have him read portions orally and record the 
words missed. 

9. Test until reading levels have been determined: 

A. Independent reading level: Reads with 
freedom from mechanical difficulties and 
with full comprehension. 

1. Minimum comprehension of factual 
and inferential questions of at 
least ninety per cent. 

2. No finger pointing. 

3. Good Reading position. 

4. Oral reading: 

a. Regard for punctuation. 

b. Ninety-nine per cent ac
curacy in pronunciation. 

c. Conversational tone with 
proper phrasing. 

5. Silent Reading: 

a. Rate of comprehension higher 
than oral reading. 

b. No vocalization. 

B. Instructional reading]; level; where child 
can profit from formal reading instruction. 

1. Minimifln comprehension score of 
seventy-five per cent. 

2. Ninety-five per cent accuracy of 
pronunciation of running words. 

3. No sign of tension, fatigue, or 
strain, or finger pointing. 

4. Can anticipate meaning. 
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5. Silent reading: 

a. Rate of comprehension 
higher than in oral 
reading. 

b. No vocalization. 

6. Oral Readings: 

a. Conversational tone with 
proper phrasing. 

b. Regard for punctuation. 

C. Frustration reading level: Lowest readability 
level at which pupil is unable to comprehend 
symbols. Reading ability is inadequate to 
deal with the reading material. 

1. Comprehension score less than fifty 
per cent. 

2. Inability to pronounce one out of 
ten running words. 

3. Easily distracted, tensions, 
withdrawal, strain. 

4. Silent reading: 

a. Low rate. 

b. Vocalizes. 

5. Oral reading: 

a. Poor rhythm, poor tonal 
qualities, poor phrasing. 

b. Substitutions, repetitions, 
and omissions. (28:3-4) 

Teachers often hesitate to take a child back to the 

level at which he can read. Dolch states: 

Many teachers refuse to go back to the area of 
confidence or level of success. If the child can 
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read with confidence only at second grade level, 
they still give him a third grade book. Going 
back to where he really is, is the first rule for 
remedial reading. (29:137-138) 

Chronological and reading age must sometimes be 

totally ignored, but the basic philosophy "take the child 

from where he is to where he ought to be" must remain the 

teacher's constant criterion. Moreover, the selection of 

materials is extremely important, and sound Judgment must 

be exercised. According to Bond and Tinker: 

The difficulty of material can be Judged in many 
ways. Readability formulas, such as the Lorge 
formula, the formula of Dale-Chall, and that of 
Spache, have proven useful in estimating the read
ing level of materials. . . . Most of the basic 
readers are carefully graded and indicate the level 
of reading maturity necessary for their use. In 
general, of course, books of second-grade level 
are suitable to the child whose skills are of 
second-grade maturity. Third-grade books are suit
able for the child whose basic skill development 
is approximately that of a third-grade child. (5: 
259) 

In order to plan for remedial work the teacher must 

use both standardized and informal procedures. If after 

a reasonable period the remedial work proves unsuccessful, 

the child should be retested to find the area of confidence. 

-Helping the Child Want to Read 

The child who experiences censuring and disappoint

ment in his reading experiences will avoid reading. Most 

culturally disadvantaged children have been exposed to 
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materials oriented to the middle class child. Ihey cannot 

Identify themselves in such literature and have met with 

much disappointment and frustration. Therefore, the teacher 

must provide the appropriate literature and the actual needed 

experiences in order that the materials have personal mean

ing for him. 

Understanding the values and interests of the cul

turally disadvantaged child tends to help the teacher moti

vate the reading activities. Gunn (26:37) states that a 

pupil's values are deeply personal and built around his own 

self-image, but spring from common basic sources within the 

personality structure. All children have basic sources for 

meeting their emotional needs. Ketchum identifies five of 

these basic sources in his article on "The Emotional Impact 

of Reading Success and Failure." He says: 

1. They need to be loved, to have approval and af
fection. This is the primary receptive emotional 
need. 

2. They need to love others. Here we have the out
going emotional force of aggression, the drive 
which impels us to action. 

3. The ego, the strong drive for sense of self. 
This is the very core of hxmaxi individuality. 
Helping the ego to adjust to environmental de
mands and pressures involves the ethical and 
moral censors. 

4. The acquisitive impulse. This activates the 
drive for ownership or possession, for goal-
seeking or achieving. 

5. The drive toward finding pleasure, Joy, or satis
faction. Here is stimulus for positive action. 
(30:380-386) 
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The learning process involves all five forces and 

*^^ gQQ^ learning situation requires them in balance to de

fend the individual against stress, tension, and the conse

quent reactions harmful to success in leaztiing. 

Teachers should realize that the retarded reader has 

great voids in his experiential background because he has 

not read a great deal. Ttiese voids make successful reading 

comprehension difficult. Shubert claims that (31:136) the 

interest factor relates to the limited experiential back

ground which one finds so often among poor readers. Much 

of a student's background of experiences has been acquired 

vicariously through reading. These vicarious experiences 

which have been built up in the area about which a student 

is reading enables him to read easily and enjoyably. The 

printed page is always more meaningful when the proper con

cepts are brought to the word symbols involved. 

Psychologists and reading authorities have long 

recognized interest as a basic factor in the learning pro

cess. Nila B. Smith states: 

. . . all schools of modem psychology include in 
their statements of conditions which are favorable 
to learning something that Is comparable to or 
that springs from interest, llie stimuli to action 
are variously called desire, purpose, motive, in
centive, drive, goal seeking. Regardless of termin
ology, one must recognize that the child's attitude 
toward reading is of extreme significance in his 
learning to read and in establishing permanent carry
over habits of reading. (32:409) 
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From what has been said, it is evident that develop

ing an interest in reading on the part of the poor reader 

should be one of the primary objectives of any remedial read

ing program. According to Bond and Tinker the reading 

teacher may be guided by the following principles in develop

ing interest in the child: 

1. Read professional books which are designed to 
help teachers gain an understanding of children's 
interests. 

2. Utilize the child's present interests. 

3. Provide reading materials which are on or 
slightly below the pupil's level of reading 
ability. 

4. Acquaint yourself with book lists and bibliog
raphies of children's books. 

5. Above all, be enthusiastic and understanding. 
(5:454) 

Diagnosis of needs, restoration of the child's se

curity, establishment of his area of confidence, motivations 

to bxiild interest—these goals must be continuously kept in 

mind as the teacher attempts to restore confidence in the 

culturally deprived child. The program of remediation must 

be carefully structured, but with flexibility for each in

dividual child. Ihe teacher's professional background and 

Judgment play a big part in meeting the needs of the child. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY OF THE CONTINUING INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES AND 

PROCEDURES FOR THE CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGED CHILD 

In the words of Dechant (3:29) "the successful teacher 

is one who has developed an extraordinary sensitivity to the 

differences among children in the classroom and makes ad

justments for them." There is not, nor could there be one 

program or approach for remedial teaching. The difficulty 

of attempting correction in a reading program is most often 

in the range of difficulties of the pupil and in the fact 

that there are few opportunities for grouping children. 

Nevertheless, the teacher should take advantage of grouping 

when it can meet children's needs. 

Guides for Remediation Programs 

Ladd states that some of the successful ground-rules 

which have enabled remedial reading teachers to handle cor

rective situations are: 

1. Grouping 

Grouping whenever possible according to instruc
tional needs. 

2. Provide materials 

A wide variety of materials on different levels 
should be available both for foirmal presentation 
and independent browsing. Effort should be made 
to concentrate on easy books which appeal to boys. 

31 
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3. Begin instruction low enough 

Teachers often find it necessary to go back to 
first-grade work in order to fill in gaps which 
are causing difficulties at the tenth-grade level 

4. Use language-arts approach 

Listening, speaking, reading, and writing all re-
enforce one another; and as one area improves, 
carry over to the other areas should be stressed. 

5. Use self-checking devices 

l^e use of self-checking devices which enable 
the student to know immediately whether he is 
right have immense value in corrective-reading 
Dituations. 

6. Test-teach-retest 

Time is precious in a corrective sit\iation and 
one cannot afford to waste time teaching what 
is already known; however, one must be positive 
the student Is secure in his new knowledge. 

7* Allow crutches 

If the students are still relying on immature 
habits such as vocalizing or pointing, it is 
best to allow them the use of the crutch. Or
dinarily children do not use crutches longer than 
they need them. 

8. Pose good questions 

The quality of the question the teachers ask 
often has a distinct effect upon the quality 
of the reading done by the students. Too many 
factual and detail questions lead students to 
read for facts and details. Teachers need to 
pose more "why?" and "how?' questions which 
cause a different level of thinking. The 
question the teacher asks after the reading, 
tests comprehension; the questions the teacher 
poses before the reading, teaches comprehen
sion. 

9. Follow interest of students 

Children are naturally interested in what af
fects them today. This interest should be 
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capitalized on if the student is to become 
personally involved in learning. 

10. Note success 

Nothing succeeds like success. Some method of 
appraising small successes frequently should be 
established. Records of oral reading, more word 
cards in the shoe box, more vocabulary cards, 
fewer errors noted in oral reading, or comprehen
sion checks can all serve to point up success. 

11. Vary the activities in a period 

In £: fifty-minute period as many as four activ
ities can be planned and executed. Structuring 
the hour so iiiat students know exactly what to 
expect and what to do as soon as one activity 
is completed will give the students a measure 
of independence which they value. 

12. Protect the student's ego 

How he feels is more important than what he 
knows. As he learns that someone cares, he 
will become freer to learn. Every human being 
has value and deserves respect. (34:255-256) 

There are certain aspects of reading which need at

tention, to a more or less degree, during remediation. 

Vocabulary development, word recognition, word-attack skills, 

oral reading skills, and silent reading and comprehension 

skills are included and their emphasis depends on the diag

nosis made. A given lesson may involve attention to one or 

more of these skills. Suggestions for some of these skill 

developments are given in the following section. 
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Oral Vocabulary Development 

Dale explains what vocabulary is in relation to the 

culturally disadvantaged child: 

The disadvantaged child has actually been physi
cally restricted in the number of things he has 
seen, heard, touched, and tasted. He lacks per
ceptual experience. There is also a lack of sequenc
ing, the giving of order to these experiences. The 
child does not have a satisfactory filing system for 
storage or retrieval of experiences. This is what 
is meant by vocabulary and syntax—putting new and 
old ideas into new and varying patterns. (35:78o) 

He makes suggestions as follows: 

. . . if one sets up an environment for children 
which they can taste and touch and smell, manipu
late, see, feel, work on materials, they will develop 
concepts and new vocabulary. One must also be aware 
of the fact that many words which seem quite concrete 
to the middle-class child are indeed abstractions to 
the disadvantaged child. (35:780-781) 

In order to understand the problems the culturally 

disadvantaged child Is facing in vocabulary development, 

one must study the stataaent made by Basil Berstein, an 

English sociologist: 

At school the underprivileged children must 
learn a second language—the middle-class language 
of the school and textbook. Here logical modifi
cation is expressed in complex grammatical con
structions. Symbolism of a high order of gener
ality and a large discriminating range of adjectives 
and adverbs are expected of him. This is a lan
guage that middle-class children have heard from 
their first months, and they have fewer problems 
with it than do the lower-class children. (36:311) 
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From the foregoing paragraphs it is obvious that 

vocabulary development is an all encompassing activity. Only 

if the teacher starts at the concrete level can the child 

begin to perceive and form concepts necessary for vocabulary 

development. 

tight Vocabulary Development 

Some authorities believe that the child should build 

a large sight vocabulary which he can recognize at a glance. 

Kottmeyer (4:ll8) suggests concentrating upon the service 

words which are called the "fillers." Dolch (23:8) agrees 

with Kottmeyer concerning the importance of teaching a basic 

list of the most often used words. 

New sight words may be taught by having the child 

read a book aloud with someone to tell him the words he does 

not know. But there should be only a few of these words on 

each page if he is to learn new words. A child who is told 

too many new words as he reads does not learn any of them 

and tends to assume no responsibility for doing so. 

Durrell (37:220-224) emphasizes that the use of 

meaning response techniques with the appropriate difficulty 

level of vocabulary are very suitable activities esrpecially 

with the youaiger children or very serious reading disability 

cases. It is a teaching techniqie useful also in developing 

comprehension. 
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Drill on sight words is sometimes necessary. A 

teacher might be guided by what Kottmeyer says: 

Although efforts to increase sight vocabulary by 
familiarizing pupils with total word configura
tion are not likely to be highly productive, it is 
often helpful to center attention upon the service 
words which make up about fifty per cent of all 
reading material. These words, identified by Dolch, 
are printed, one word on a card for exposure to a 
child. The puarpose of such a drill is to secure 
rapid recognition by total configuration. This is 
drill on isolated words and can become tedious un
less the drill periods are short. (4:ll8) 

Barbe says that devices, which frequently cost large 

sums of money, have been found to have value as supplemen

tary materials in the reading programs if they are not pur

chased in place of reading materials. The Language Master 

(Bell and Howell), which utilizes an audio-visual approach, 

appears to have noteworthy value at first grade level. The 

variety of materials which can be prepared on the cards for 

visual presentation and auditory replay is unlimited. (38: 

11) 

Word-attack Skills 

Word attack skills entail too many related learnings 

to allow the program to be narrow or to be incidental. Nila 

B. Smith, an authority in reading, says: 

Tlie growth area of word identification is the most 
basic of all the skill areas. It is the foundation 
upon v/hich the skills in all other growth areas are 
laid. Unless a child can recognize the words for which 
printed symbols stand, he can't read—period! 
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There are many different ways in which children 
may work out the pronunciation of words. None of 
these ways are foolproof. One technique may be ef
fective in one situation, and a different technique 
in another; or it may take a combination of two 
techniques to work out a certain pronunciation, or 
peaiiaps one technique will be needed to check another. 
Therefore, the Judicious thing to do is to teach 
children several different methods of attack. Flex
ibility is the watchword! (32:167) 

According to Bond and Tinker the necessary skills 

and knowledges can be classified into the following six basic 

learnings: 

1. Associating the appropriate meanings with the 
printed symbols. 

2. Using context clues and other meaning aids to 
anticipate the words to be recognized and then 
checking the accuracy of the recognitions. 

3. Becoming flexible and efficient in visually 
analyzing the words into usable recognition 
elements. 

4. Developing knowledge of word-recognition elements. 
These include knowledge of visual elements such 
as, what ight says in fright, right, night, etc.; 
phonetic elements such as, consonant ana vowel 
sounds, blends, digraphs, etc.; and structural 
elements such as, root words, variant endings, 
prefixes, suffixes, syllables, compound words, 
etc. 

5. Learning skill in auditory blending and visually 
synthesizing word parts to rapidly p3X>nounce or 
recognize the word as a whole. 

6. Forming the habit of using the more analytical 
and the pronunciation techniques when and only 
when needed. (5:307-308) 

It is evident that word-attack skills play a prom

inent part in the learning program of the culturally 
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disadvantaged child. The writer has found that in helping 

a child recognize words independently the use of context 

clues, phonics, and structural analysis are valuable tech

niques. 

Oral Reading; 

During most remedial lessons, the teacher should 

have the opportunity to hear the student read aloud. Be

cause there is a need for daily evaluation of progress, the 

child may be asked to do some oral reading of material "at 

sight." The material used during the oral reading should 

be on the child's instructional reading level. Kottmeyer 

swaxes: 

The major purpose of the oral reading under the 
teacher's supervision is to give the pupil many 
opportunities to encounter words he does not in
stantly recognize. The teacher must then encour
age him to apply his soimd blending and syllabica
tion skills. If the word can be unlocked with the 
skills the pupil has acquired, the teacher should 
not help the pupil. Usually the pupil will look 
to the teacher for help, and may protest that he 
cannot "get" the word. Ifeitil the pupil develops 
self-confidence, these sessions may be tedious. 
The sound blending may have to be demonstrated 
often; but when the pupil at last says, "Don't 
help me; I can get it," the teacher will knov/ that 
an important milestone has been passed. (4:l84) 

Although the student has not read the r̂ oterial pre

viously, the teacher still should provide a purpose for the 

child in reading of the oral selection. Botel suggests 

questions such as: 
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1. Can you find out if 7 
2. Would you have made the same decision as the hero? 

(39:25) 

That oral reading contributes to the effectiveness 

of the reading program is now an established fact. Harris 

believes the following are noteworthy contributions of oral 

reading, 

1. Oral reading gives the teacher a quick and valid 
way to evaluate progress in Important reading 
skills, particularly those of word recognition 
and phrasing, and to discover st:>ecific instruction
al needs. 

2. Oral reading provides practice in oral coTiinml-
catlon for the reader, and in listening skills 
for the audience. 

3. Oral reading aids in the development of effec
tive speech patterns. 

4. Oral jreading provides a vehicle for dramatiza
tion and effective portrayal of stories in 
situations where memorization would not be prac
tical. 

5. Oral reading provides «? medium in which the 
teacher, by wise guidance, can work to Improve 
the social adjustment of children, particularly 
those who are shy and retiring. (40:9P-93) 

Silent Reading and Comprehension 

When assigning silent reading to the culturally dis

advantaged child, the teacher must reep in mind tt^t the 

selections should be short and be of interest to the child. 

Also, as already emphasized in this paper, the child must 

perceive a clear puz*pose in the readimr selection. The 

material must be carefully selected not only for the 
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appropriate instructional reading level but also to assure 

that it contains bases for developing the selected compre

hension skills. 

Bond and Tinker believe that comprehension should 

be programmed into a coordinated sequential program, lliey 

state: 

In good teaching practice, all approaches to basic 
meaning development will be coordinated into the 
sequential program. This program will include the 
following: (aJ various methods of acquiring word 
meanings such as experience, context clues, enrich
ment of meaning tharough descriptive words, figures 
of speech and symbolic expressions, the noting of 
semantic variations, and word study; (b) phrasing in
to thought units; (c) sentence comprehension; (d; 
paragraph meaning and organization; and (e) story 
organization and story sense. (5:268) 

Silent reading may be guided by the teacher by ask

ing thought provoking questions. Botel (37:24) suggests 

questions such as the following: 

1. What are the chief points in this proposal? 
2. What is the main idea of the story? 
3. Can you find evidence to support . . . . . . . ? 

The right or challenge question will set a purpose 

for the reading and help the child develop comprehension. 

An example of introduction in which the teacher sets the 

stage for purposeful reading may be as follows: 

"The Miracle Miler" is the story of an athlete who 

showed great courage in overcoming a handicap. Read to see 

how Glen Cunningham did not let a great handicap get him 

down. 
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Bond and Tinker say comprehension is developed by 

steps: 

In the remedial Instruction, the pupil Is first 
given plenty of experience in grasping the essential 
thought in relatively short and easy paragraphs. 
The program is gradually expanded to Include longer 
and more complex paragraphs and then materials con
sisting of several paragraphs. At each step, ma
terials on an appropriate level of difficulty should 
be introduced, avoiding any that are too difficult. 
(5:300) 

Much material which is suitable for developing com

prehension and silent reading skills is available. Many 

books are on the market which are of high interest and low 

vocabulary level. A reader of a basal series may be used 

if the child has not been exposed to it before and if the 

stories in it are of high Interest to him. 

Concluding Statement 

Conclusions derived as a result of this study indi

cate that a most important outcome of a school reading pro

gram is the development of productive lifetime reading 

habits. Children of poor socio-economic background must be

gin with reading materials with which they can identify. As 

is true with all pupils learning must start where the pupils 

are if they are to move forward. These reading teachers 

must believe in a child's ability to learn and must work 

diligently to build his confidence. 
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Children from poor socio-economic backgrounds need 

stimulating, motivating, and constructive remediation read

ing programs. The reading teacher must understand the se

quence and scope of the basic reading skills and the nature 

of each pupil's reading instructional needs. 

The present research is far from sufficient to give 

teachers the knowledge necessary to provide satisfactory 

materials, activities, procedures and methods for instruct

ing educationally deprived children. As a result of this 

study the writer has also concluded that the teacher of the 

culturally disadvantaged child should continue her study 

of current and future research concerned with children who 

have suffered deprivation. 
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